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Dokusei Kaori

Dokusei Kaori is a player character that was originally created by Pancakei and has since been adopted
by Nakshatra. She is currently in use by Nakshatra as a player character.1)

Dokusei Kaori

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja (Type 33)
Date of Birth: 13日 9月 YE 39
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Science Officer

Rank: Shoi Kohosei
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Dokusei Kaori
Current Placement: Star Army Research Administration Headquarters

Physical Description
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 Dokusei Kaori is a rather short but well-formed
Type 33 Nekovalkyrja , standing at the low end of
4' 9“. Kaori is rather fit in build, with her hips being
equal with her shoulders. Her hair is a deep purple
in color, and forms a bulbous “bowl” around her
head that drops past her eyes when not held back.
Despite its overgrown style, her hair is well kept
and clean. Her skin is a light gray in complexion,
with a lightly rounded face. Her rounded nose
pokes out from just below her hairline. Her ears are
catlike, covered in the same purple hair all the way
to their pointed tips. When not covered by hair or
helmet, Kaori's eyes are a radiant, almost
luminescent yellow.
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Kaori speaks most of the time with a rather soft tone, which can become distinctly hoarse when agitated.
She almost always carries an odd aroma of sweetness around her, reminiscent of aged nectar.

Specifications
Height: 149.35cm
Mass: 46.26kg

Measurements: B34-W24-H34
Bra Size: B

Build and Skin Color: Fit, Light gray
Eye Color: Radiant Yellow
Hair Color: Deep Purple

Personality

To a stranger, Kaori is a rather quiet Nekovalkyrja, preferring to speak up only when she needs to. She is
rather intelligent when it comes to matters of chemistry, biology, botany, and other scientific fields, but
her lack of experience can leave her rather naive or overconfident. She prefers to keep herself and her
surroundings to a modest degree of order, critiquing those who she finds too messy (though only
sometimes verbally). She views herself as merely doing the job she was created to do.

Under her outwardly quiet and soft appearance, Kaori's view on science and combat take a morals dive
quickly. As a soldier, she derives pleasure in killing the enemy, but sometimes to a level some could
consider cruel. She views the world in a lightly cynical and pre-ordered way, and her view of science is no
different. Despite her questionably low ethical fiber, her loyalty and duty is still entirely sworn to Yamatai.
While quiet with strangers, Kaori tends to open up more to those she spends time with. To a friend, she
can be quite pleasant.

Likes: Plants, chemistry, orderly work, schadenfreude, painting.

Dislikes: Waste, oceans, Nepleslian guns, tanning booths.

History

Dokusei Kaori was “born” in late YE 39. She was given her three year contract, programmed, and sent off
for socialization and training. From early on in her new life, Kaori viewed her existence in an almost
robotic and cynical nature. She quickly realized the extents and circumstances of her mind and body, and
chose to embrace it. This, as well as being mixed in the large amount of Nekovalkyja being pushed out to
combat Kuvexian forces, pushed Kaori to form a somewhat secluded personality, taking more interest in
her own scientific studies than getting to know everyone around. During socialization, she had picked up
the nickname “Shroom” from comrades. After a few months of training and testing, Kaori proved to be a
functioning and loyal soldier, minus routine cases of hair length violations that lead to her receiving a
navy blue hair band. After training was complete, Kaori was put on hold at Fort Minori Reserve Center,
before being assigned to the YSS Kaiyō II.
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Her first mission in the field involved the investigation of anomalous EMP signatures emanating from a
rock dubbed “Planet H”. The mission was turned on its head after the planet shed its overgrown exterior
to reveal a dangerous kinetic payload underneath. After the mission she departed the YSS Kaiyō II to
hone her skills at the Star Army Research Administration and higher education in biochemistry.

Over the next four years she dedicated her energies to pursuing the betterment of her abilities with the
military sciences. She was a stellar part of the Star Army Research Administration - Research Division
team, devoting her time to projects involving ST Data and Psionics. A particular focus of hers during her
work with ST Data was ST Data Fragmentation and its implications. In YE 44 she completed her
biochemistry degree at the top of her graduating class and immediately began pursuing a second
degree. Dokusei's second degree is a major in medical sciences with a minor in botany. Some of her
professor's have expressed light concern in the past with her display of schadenfreude and sadism,
though no serious implications requiring action have been brought up due to her devoted attitude
towards learning. It is currently being chalked up to her delightfully dark humor.

In YE 45.8 she went into the Star Army Reserve to take a break from her intensive work and focus on her
dual degree. Rather quickly she decided that this was a terrible move and in YE 46.2 she submitted a
request to be brought back to active duty. The request was swiftly granted and she received orders to go
back to active duty at the rank of Shoi Kohosei. Her place of duty, none other than her beloved Star Army
Research Administration.

Plot and Threads

Plots

Dokusei is or has been involved in the following plots:

Pancakei Kaiyō - PAST
Operation La Prossima - CURRENT

Threads

Dokusei is or has been involved in the following threads:

Pancakei Mission 13: Miyabi.2)- PAST
Pancakei Post-Mission 13: Disarmed.3)- PAST
YE 45 Free Salvage Giveaway.4) - PAST
Personal Star Army Orders.5) - ONGOING
[OPERATION LA PROSSIMA] - Uniti Nella Missione6) - PAST
[OPERATION LA PROSSIMA] Mission 1: Ipnotizzatore Della Discarica7) - CURRENT

Skills Learned

Kaori is trained in the Star Army Common Skills.
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Sciences

Kaori has received additional training and knowledge in several areas of science, including chemistry,
biology, geology, and botany. In addition, she has received training on the operation of scientific
equipment, scanners, and vehicles. She believes a dedication to military science is the greatest stride a
Nekovalkyrja can take with their life.

Medical

Part of her scientific and commons training includes medical treatment of cuts, burns, broken limbs, and
more. It is however questionable if you want Kaori to be your doctor.

Combat

Kaori approaches combat with an air of efficiency and borderline sadism. Under normal circumstances
she can be an efficient shot. However when encountering an unseen threat, she has been known to use
gas grenades before puncturing enemy helmets and letting them choke to preserve subject bodies. In
addition to this, she is trained in hand to hand combat, as well as basic demolition.

Arts

Surprisingly, Kaori enjoys painting landscapes. Given her photographic memory, she can be uncannily
precise.

Social Connections

Dokusei Kaori is connected to:

She hasn't made too many friends yet.
Taiyou Hoshi - Former Captain.

Finance

Dokusei Kaori has the following:

3000 KS.
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Inventory

Dokusei Kaori has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Navy blue hair bands
Civilian clothing
Various paints and art supplies for painting landscapes
Engineering Textbook8)

Crate of Shuttle Parts9)

Lamp10)

“Hammers and Thumbs”-Learn Basic Construction Concepts (Single Instruction Book)11)

OOC Notes

Adoption approved by Wes on 2023/11/12. 12)

This page was created by Pancakei on 2018/03/09.

In the case Nakshatra becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
For exceptions please see Nashatra (GingerGlitch) Will

Trivia

Minus the obvious lack of grammatical support, “Dokusei Kaori” translates roughly into “Toxic
Fragrance”.

Character Data
Character Name Dokusei Kaori
Character Owner Nakshatra
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Black Sands Test Range
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Harm Limit injury or death
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi Kohosei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Science Officer
SAOY Assignment Star Army Research Administration
Callsign Shibotsu
SAOY Entry Year YE 39
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Entry Month 7
DOR Year YE 46
DOR Month 2
Orders Orders

1) , 12)
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2)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/mission-thirteen-miyabi.61796/#post-375317
3)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/post-mission-thirteen-disarmed.62735/
4)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/%F0%9F%8E%81-ye-45-free-salvage-giveaway-%F0%9F%8
E%81.71331/page-2
5)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/dokusei-kaori.71242/#post-444874
6)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/operation-la-prossima-uniti-nella-missione.71662/
7)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/operation-la-prossima-mission-1-ipnotizzatore-della-discaric
a.71758/
8) , 9) , 10) , 11)
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E%81.71331/page-2#post-443590
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